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But if you look at wandering as the
disease trying to speak for your loved
one, it may help you understand and
find the patience to enter into their
wandering world.

All of these options allow you to enter
her world, validating her feelings
and redirecting her anxiety, thereby
diverting her from her need to leave.

Personal History
Let’s look at an at-home example.
Each afternoon, your mother begins
pacing and trying to leave the house.
She says she needs to meet the kids at
the bus. Our normal reaction would be
to explain that her kids are grown and
that she doesn’t need to meet the bus
any more. While in some cases this may
work, in others it may increase your
mother’s anxiety level and result in an
escalation of behaviors. Here are some
other options.

Validate, Refocus, and Engage
Using the simple validation technique
of asking your mother about her
children may help her refocus to a
happier memory from which another
conversation can be sparked, which
could result in her attention moving
from the door to an activity in
the house.
Bring your mother a chair so that she
can sit and wait for the bus, again
providing her with another activity to
do while she waits.

Spring Sparks WANDERING
BY PAULA GIBSON

According
to
the
Alzheimer’s
Association, 6 out of 10 people with
memory loss will wander outside of the
home and become lost. If not found
within 24 hours, up to half of those who
wander risk serious injury or death.
Wandering is one of the most common
behavioral expressions exhibited by
those living with Alzheimer’s disease
and other forms of dementia. Warmer
weather tends to cause an increase in
wandering for those with memory loss.
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Unfortunately, when someone with
memory loss begins to wander, it can
quickly lead to an unsafe situation.
When asked, caregivers will often state
that a wandering loved one, especially
when outside, leads to added
frustration, and the primary caregiver
is quickly drained from having to be on
high alert at all times.

Memory Care, we take pride in our
ability to safely and successfully care
for individuals who have wandering
and other behavioral issues associated
with Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.
Our MOSAIC training and engagement
program educates our team on ways
to refocus and work with individuals
who wander.

Professional care facilities incorporate
plans and training to address issues of
wandering. As an example, at Azura

As a caregiver at home, it’s easy to
become frustrated and blame your
loved one for leaving the house.

Go for a walk with your mother and
arrange for her kids to call and say they
will be late, or find an activity for her to
engage in, such as listening to music or
another hobby that she finds enjoyable.

Use your knowledge of your mother’s
personal history to understand the
significance of her need to wander.
Where does she want to go and why?
Perhaps she’s trying to go out to her
garden. Are there ways that you can
help her attain this goal without it
causing her harm or you frustration?
Bring her a pot, dirt, and flowers to
care for inside or go for a stroll through
a park or nursery.
No matter what your solution, if you
take the time and effort to enter your
loved one’s world of wandering, you’ll
have listened to them in a whole way,
sparking a communication line that will
help all year long!

Paula Gibson is the regional director of
communications and engagement at
Azura Memory Care.

ALZHEIMER’S/
DEMENTIA/
MEMORY CARE
It’s important to be educated on the
various supportive programming and
living environments to find the best
place that fits the progressive needs
of an individual. See the Alzheimer’s
& Dementia section for additional
resources and refer to Wisconsin
Department of Health Services at
dhs.wisconsin.gov/dementia.
This category is designed to provide information on housing options tailored
to the special needs of individuals with
memory/dementia concerns. These communities foster secured environments
with specially designed programs and
regulated care.

ALL SAINTS NEIGHBORHOOD
MEMORY CARE

8210 Highview Dr., Madison 53719
(608) 827-3029
dmalaise@elderspan.com
allsaintsneighborhood.org
Lovely studio apartments with specialized, person-centered care for those
with Alzheimer’s or other memory challenges. Experienced nurses, care staff,
and activity staff provide individualized
services and dignified assistance to
support seniors and their families.

ATTIC ANGEL COMMUNITY

8301 Old Sauk Rd., Middleton 53562
(608) 662-8842
Katie.Gruber@atticangel.org
atticangel.org
The Haven, Attic Angel Community’s
memory care residence, provides
peaceful and supportive living for
adults with Alzheimer’s or related forms
of dementia. Licensed as a CBRF, the
Haven employs dedicated nursing and
activities staff with specialty training and
expertise. Exceptional programming is
a trademark.
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